EDITORIAL
”Viziunea este arta de a vedea lucrurile
invizibile” Jonathan Swift
Raportarea fiecărui om la micro si
macrocosmos este adesea bazată pe
indiferenţă ori pe o banală curiozitate.
Dar ce uriaşă surpriză apare atunci
când o privire atentă conduce la
dorinţa de schimbare, de înnoire ca
necesitate: curajul de a rupe bariere.
Dincolo de subiectivismul inerent,
viziunea nu are legătură cu vârsta, iar
frumuseţea pe care se bazează
schimbarea poate duce la evoluţie: a
individului, a societăţii, a omenirii.
Lumea, asa cum o cunoaștem
astăzi, a cunoscut schimbări dramatice
și schimbari fericite sub impactul
nevoii de nou și al curiozității, a fost
revoluţionată de adevărați strategi în
artă, în tehnică, în medicină, în politică,
în fizică şi nu numai.
Pentru că timpul trece astăzi mai
repede, pentru că accesul la resurse de
orice fel a devenit foarte facil, viteza cu
care lucrurile se petrec nu ne mai lasă
timp de reflexii îndelungate. Ceea ce
astăzi poate fi privit ca progres în
evoluţia societală, mâine poate lua o
turnură dramatică cu efecte de neoprit,
pentru că viteza cu care lucrurile se
întâmplă se află sub imperiul
circumstanţelor economice şi politice.
Istoria culturală nu se poate
imagina prin detașare de lumea vie, iar
acest binom dispune de o forță
progresivă, bazată pe interacțiune întro sinteză teoretică și practică
deopotrivă. Din practică derivă
dezvoltarea tehnologică, ca forma de
proliferare a inițiativelor, a proiectelor
de cercetare, urmărind abordări
majore adaptate unei experiențe de zeci
de ani.
Vom continua să publicăm
rezultatele cercetărilor noastre şi
mulţumim celor care vor contribui la
prestigiul acestei publicaţii.
Punem punct aici pentru a putea
începe!

”Vision is the art of seeing what is
invisible to others” Jonathan Swift
Each individual’s interaction with the
micro or macrocosmos is often based on
either indifference or natural curiosity.
However, a closer look into things may
reveal astonishing discoveries that can
trigger the desire of change and renewal as
a genuine necessity: the courage to break
barriers.
Beyond any inherent subjectivism,
perspective has nothing to do with age,
while the beauty of change may ultimately
pave the way to individual, social and even
mankind evolution.
The world, as we know it today, has
registered dramatic and welcomed changes
under the impact of renewal and curiosity
need, it has systematically been
revolutionized by visionary minds in various
domains, such as art, technical and medical
sciences, politics, physics and many more
others.
Today, due to a different perception of
time, and also to a much more easier access
to resources of all kinds, the quick pace of
everyday life does not allow us enough time
for extended reflection anymore. What we
may perceive today as a progress in social
evolution it may be tomorrow’s curse, that
is, a dramatic change with unimpeding
consequences due to the fact that things
occur so quickly and they can be triggered
by economic and political circumstances.
Cultural history cannot be conceived as
separated from the natural world, and this
binomial feature relies on a progressive
force based on interaction in a theoretical
and practical synthesis altogether. Practice
induces technological development, as a
form of extended initiatives and research
projects, that follows major approaches
adapted to dozens of years of experience.
We shall pursue publishing the results of
our research activity and we do appreciate
everyone’s contribution to increasing the
prestige of this specialized publication.
Let’s stop here so we can begin!
Autor/Author: Elena Banea
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ADVANCED COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES BUILT
ON INTEGRATED AUTOMATION OF
EXPERIMENTAL TEST BEDS
Andrei MITRU1, Constantin VILCU1, Adrian STOICESCU1, Claudia BORZEA1, Cristian
NECHIFOR1
ABSTRACT: The paper describes a communication system within industrial environment between central
processing units of the experimental test beds and a laboratory server. Execution of such a communication
system requires a scientific study of the communication solutions for the test beds and the server system. The
paper determines that a server software implementation will be required. During this phase, a server SCADA
application and a resources distribution algorithm are required to be developed. The server hosts one SCADA
application which is monitoring and controlling the experimental test beds using the communication system.
The application displays in real time values for parameters, the screens containing process flow diagrams, states
and processing unit control information from experimental test beds. A smart data acquisition is required to be
implemented on the server system which is recording the test beds running parameters by generating data files
on the server for later analysis. The server is acting as a resources distribution system for all experimental test
beds. An algorithm is required to be developed on the experimental server system. The server through the
algorithm is capable to associate tasks from a terminal of a test bed to another and has availability to host
activities like resources consuming data acquisition and process calculation. Industrial communication security
and procedures for monitoring of the server application users are required to be accomplished also. The paper
includes test results within industrial environment that determines the performance for both communication
system and server. The results are subject of interpretation and provides a model for future experimentation.
KEYWORDS: experimental server, smart data acquisition, communication system, resources allocation,
SCADA application.

NOMENCLATURE
IED - Intelligent Electronic Device;
SCADA - Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition;
UDP - User Datagram Protocol.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) server allows an operator to remotely monitor
and control the main apparatus and machines used in an automated process. A SCADA server or data
concentrator collects information from the different intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) that supervise the
process, and then processes the information to make it available to a remote supervisory system. The SCADA
server is able to convert data between different communication protocols [1].
The paper analysis originates from a technology formulated concept which defines a supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) server that allows an operator to remotely monitor and control the main
apparatus and machines used in an automated process. A SCADA server collects information from multiple
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) that supervise the process, and then processes the information to make it
available to a remote supervisory system.
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2.

OBJECTIVES

The first objective for the server to be operational is to perform a study meant to identify the best
solutions for obtaining a hi-speed connection between the server system and data processing test beds terminals.
This first step has a crucial role in feasibility of the experimental server system.
The second objective consists in a programming environment and operating system that need to be
selected for developing the experimental server application. For this objective to be fulfilled, a couple of
programming environments will be taken into consideration and after a complex analysis the best option for
the feasibility of the experimental server system will be selected.
The third objective is programming the application intended to be a human machine interface of the
experimental test beds. After a developed inceptive version of the application software is done, it will then be
always improved considering the system needs and efficiency. Feasibility of the server system will encounter
a challenge by establishing a suitable communication protocol between each type of automation system of the
experimental test beds and the server application.
The forth objective requires for testing the experimental server once software programming and
resource distribution architecture is accomplished. This objective will first have an impact on the server system
outcome by setting up of a priority for experimentation of the communication system. Secondly, feasibility
will be outlined when the server application will be tested within the communication system of the experimental
test beds.
The outcome of the experimental server will be concluded by system resources distribution assessment
during tests. An analysis is recommended to be made concerning the behavior of the communication system
when critical events occurs like emergency shut down of one or multiple test beds.

3.

COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE

3.1. The experimental server desired performances
The experimental server system is intended to be capable of associating tasks from a terminal of a test
bed to another and will have availability to host activities like resources consuming data acquisition in real time
and process calculation [2].
A smart data acquisition procedure is intended to be implemented on the experimental server system.
The procedure will generate data files on the server for later interpretation and processing at request from the
running experimental test beds [3].
The server equipped with custom made software displays in real time the parameters from the test
beds. The HMI (human-machine interface) provides a more addressable communication with the server
operator through screens containing process flow diagrams and values for parameters, states and processing
unit control information.

Fig. 1 Schematic communication diagram of the experimental server serving the test beds
Experimentation will assume testing limits of and functionality of the communication system seen in
Fig.1 for high speed bladed machines prototypes within industrial environment.
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For any operation sequence of any test bed with its central processing unit connected to the SCADA
system, the developed running application permanently monitors the values of the technological parameters
signalizing optically and acoustically any change from the technologically imposed values.
The technological diagram screen is the first screen to appear on the SCADA application depending
on human selection inside application regarding which test bed is to be operated.
Warning messages will appear on the SCADA application for the parameters whose values do not
allow the start-up of a certain test bed. Until those conditions from the messages are fulfilled the test bed cannot
be started.
Non-critical messages will be triggered by certain events during operating state of any test beds and
will warn the human operating the SCADA system. In case of failures, all safety protections for the test bed to
perform automatic stop are transmitted into its central processing unit which communicates with the SCADA
system, and human operator will be notified of the failure and its causes.
A clear hierarchy within the test bed SCADA systems will be set. According to this hierarchy, server
application architecture and interoperability follow. Aspects such as user authentication, user activity
recording, testing and fixing security breaches are also important [1].
The desired performances also consist by researching together how advanced interoperability and
security could become for this type of experimental product.
Multiple stations which own high speed bladed machines could receive this experimental server as a
command, monitoring and resources distribution center.

3.2. Experimental test beds infrastructure and resources allocation concept
The software system within each terminal of the experimental test beds includes a data acquisition,
processing and recording system for the running parameters and states delivered by a central processing unit.
Each data processing terminal communicates with a central processing unit. Implemented software
supported by a local terminal allows an accurate and full control of the test bed through the central processing
unit. The experimental server system is capable to communicate data with the central processing unit of each
test bed through a certain communication protocol depending on the automation system [2].
Tasks representative for test bed experimentation such as heavy calculation, detailed graphic with
numerous parameters, heavy data acquisition will be supervised and shared within the SCADA systems
network.
Some of these projects like testing gas turbine engines in various working conditions will improve
results through a one entity controlling server.
During experimentation phase a test bed SCADA system will be intentionally loaded with tasks so
that the performance data parameters from the network system will be analyzed.
Sharing resources is important to ensure that the communication system efficiently serves all test bed
terminals. There are many ways to share resources. Given that resources are limited, the communication system
needs to enable terminals to efficiently share operations among them.
The resources allocation concept is to implement and always improve an algorithm which finally will
prove efficient after the project test bed experimentation.

4.

RESULTS

Having the purpose to measure the data transmission performance, there were used two terminals
which are connected through Wi-Fi hardware on both ends. These terminals have established a Wi-Fi
connection in which the first terminal acted as the experimental server and the other acted as a test bed terminal.
For obtaining the experimental results regarding the data transmission performance a specialized
application has been used. The name of the application is Jperf and it has run on both terminals simultaneously
[4]. This application generated data traffic between the server and the test bed terminal.
Before data transmission to be initiated, the test bed has been put into service. The communication
path between the two terminals has been purposely arranged in such of manner that radio waves transmission
were passing through the experimental test bed. Also, welding procedures were taking place near the test bed
into the hall. In this manner, industrial environmental conditions were fulfilled.
During applying of various operating schemes to the test bed, Jperf application was initialized on the
experimental server. Also, the Jperf application was started in client mode on the test bed terminal. Jperf
application has generated a 1 Mbps traffic through 500 bytes UDP datagrams during 200 seconds which was a
imposed amount of time.
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Fig. 2 Data transmission and delaying analysis for the experimental server
During the 200 seconds experimental time, 1Mb/s data packets were sent through the Wi-Fi
connection into the industrial environment. From the experimental datagram seen in Fig. 2 results that the
highest data delay is at almost 3 msec from the moment it has been sent. From the experimental results it is
concluded that no data packets were lost during experiments.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The key issues taken into consideration by this paper, and hence open issues for research (also
extensively documented in literature [1], [2], [3]), are:
• Speed and efficiency are critical factors to be considered, because of the very large number of
parameters to be acquired with high sampling rate during the testing of gas turbines, via a multitude of sensors
(specific requirement of the experimental test beds).
• Interoperability between multiple vendor-provided central processing units for multiple test beds
available and a single server.
• Security issues, which are an emerging challenge in the SCADA networks, which were not initially
designed for security. Failure of security for a control system driving a hi-speed turbine operating in excess of
10.000 rpm can have disastrous consequences.
Starting from this technology formulated concept, the paper scope is to make an analysis on test results
from a experimental server system that hosts one programmed SCADA application which will be monitoring,
controlling and act as a resources distribution interface for multiple experimental test beds, using hi-speed
network links to all the terminals that belong to the experimental test beds.
The test results are showing that there are no data loss and the maximum delay of 3 ms is considered
acceptable.
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DATA RECORDER SYSTEM FOR MAINTENANCE
TO ROTARY BLADE MACHINES – “HolderPPS”
Filip NICULESCU2, Constantin VILCU2, Alexandru GAZDAC2, Claudia BORZEA2
ABSTRACT: The HolderPPS system presented in this paper falls into the category of recording systems
created for the proactive maintenance of rotary bladed machines. Based on an innovative architecture, the
Holder-type system contributes to machine equipment diagnosis and to early warnings on potential flaws in
the functioning of the machine. The system is able to determine, in real time, the causes of the warnings and
of the emergency stops of the machine, in order to avoid any potential failures, or the rendering inoperative of
the machine. These causes can be established by monitoring the critical parameters of the machine: vibrations,
temperature, and quality of the lubricating oil. As such, data collected and processed on the basis of algorithms
relating to high speed mechanical systems, allow local diagnosis of the current state of the machine, or data
transfer, by remote connection, to a laboratory where an off-line analysis can be performed.
KEYWORDS: Preventive and Predictive Maintenance, Reliability of rotary blade machines, Data
Recorder System

NOMENCLATURE
APN – Access Point Name;
PPS – Predictive / Proactive System;
HolderPPS – Data Recorder System for Proactive Maintenance to Rotary Blade Machines);
IQ sensors – Intelligent Quality sensors;
PLC – Programmable Logic Controller;
RBM – Rotary blade Machine;
SCADA – Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition;
USB – Universal Serial Bus;

1.

INTRODUCTION

The activities carried out for a piece of equipment or for the rotary bladed machine so as to allow them
to perform functions that they have been initially designed for, play a critical role in the smooth functioning of
the products for a period at least equal to that provided by the manufacturer. A more efficient maintenance
strategy would assume limiting downtime and detecting, as accurately and as early as possible, the potential
causes of future problems, and also simplifying, as much as possible, work taken forward in order to address
issues and reduce their impact on the machine. The main types of maintenance strategy are: Corrective
(reactive); Planned; Preventive; Predictive; Proactive, [2]. The evolution of maintenance over time is shown in
Fig. 1. [1]. Proactive maintenance, based on reliability and risk, has marked the shift to reliable-centred
maintenance, at the beginning of the century. These two types of maintenance are based on equipment (+)
machine state parameters (+) process state parameters (+) environment (+) operating staff. Reliable-centred
maintenance ensures that, on one hand, equipment availability has been maximized, and, on the other hand,
that operating costs have been minimized and therefore investment has become profitable, [3]. At the same
time, this type of maintenance provides the necessary conditions to ensure the greatest durability of the
equipment, by making rotary bladed machines more and more environment-friendly.
by extremely fast modules, connected to a central unit, that can be further on connected to a display unit.
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The “HolderPPS” system becomes operational in the proactive maintenance of rotary bladed
machines, as it authorizes uninterrupted and dynamic tracking of the operating state of all the elements of the
machine's mechanical system. Thus, under the conditions specific to the industrial process in which the
machine operates, early defects can be rapidly identified and tackled. Dedicated software installed in the realtime controller unit can create databases while processing data, so that centralized management of the machine
can be implemented, which makes possible the quick identification and tackling of any potential defect. This
is an efficient way to detect defects at an early stage, and to deal with them in a given time interval so as to
avoid a time-consuming shutdown of the bladed machine, at inappropriate moments. If the results of the bladed
machine monitoring activity are kept in a database, as mentioned earlier, a history of all the tracking records
can be created, by gathering useful data for a periodic analysis of the underlying defect causes. Thus, measures
can be taken, so as to avoid future occurrences of any defect. Such an approach to problem identification and
solving is the proactive one. This approach can lead to significant medium and long term economies of scale.

Fig. 1 – The evolution of maintenance in time

1.

HolderPPS COMPONENTS

The HolderPPS system consists of sensors and of a mobile box with electrical connections. The box
includes monitoring, acquisition, processing and storage components. The contact and/or non-contact sensors
will be connected to the main box via cables with water and dust resistant connectors. Data stored in the system
shall be sent to a cloud storage platform, by means of a modem, or straight to the analysis and interpretation
server in the laboratory.

Fig. 2 – Block diagram for the HolderPPS recording system
Bladed machine parameters shall be measured by the sensors, which can be contact or non/contact,
depending on their position relative to the position of the machine: while non-contact sensors are installed in
the proximity of the machine, contact sensors are installed directly on the machine. Parameters will then be
acquired
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The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows the main components of the HolderPPS system:
the sensitive screen, where data can be viewed and commands can be done;
the CPU microcontroller, that processes data according to algorithms created at a previous stage;
the power supply, that provides system components with the energy needed;
the storage device, that provides a record of the data obtained while connecting the system to the installation
monitored;
- the communication interface, which ensures data transfer and communication to the local system or distance
communication;
- the modules that ensure the interface with the process; they provide physical parameters conversion to
electrical data, that can then be processed and stored.
The development of this recording system has been achieved using a modular, RIO-type platform,
provided by National Instruments, which consists of a central unit and several data acquisition modules.
HolderPPS system related electrical box is equipped shown in Fig. 3.
-

Fig. 3 –Equipment of the HolderPPS electrical box
a) Front panel; b) Counter-panel box; c) QM42VT1 sensor; d) Two axes vibration sensor

2.

MEASUREMENTS

Measurements and recordings have been made on one of the compressors, through direct connection
(via Ethernet), of the HolderPPS system to the PLC of the compressor. These measurements are used
afterwards for the „off-line” analysis of the normal operating mode and then the diagnosis of the rotary bladed
machine. Out of the various parameters recorded, the variation over time, of rotor vibrations, on each of the
four compression stages is shown in Fig. 4. Albeit different as value 𝑉𝑅𝑖 ∈ (9 ÷ 16), [mm/s], rotor vibrations
present a linearity which indicates the proper functioning of the bladed machine.

Fig. 4 – Records indicating the variation of rotor vibrations, for a centrifugal compressor in four
compression stages
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Fig. 5 illustrates variation over time of one of the state variables (i.e. temperature), for the lubricating oil used
in the machine, as well as for the working fluid (i.e. air), before and after each compression stage. The values
of temperature measurement results indicate the proper functioning of the machine, which is also ensured by
keeping the variation in temperature intervals linear.

Fig. 5 – Records of temperature variation on a four-stage centrifugal compressor
3.

CONCLUSIONS

The monitoring and recording HolderPPS system is able to perform continuous and/or periodic
recordings, on a short term or long term basis. It is a portable system, which can be used, when necessary, in
the different locations of the RBM. The HolderPPS system is intended particularly for the analysis of those
rotary bladed machines which have not yet implemented the SCADA automation system. The HolderPPS
system can be used for recording the state variables of the machine for short periods of time (predictive
maintenance investigations), as well as for recording the operational parameters of the machine, for longer
periods of time (proactive maintenance).
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SOLIDIFICATION SEGREGATION IN CMSX-4
SUPERALLOY: EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATION
PREDICTIONS
Gheorghe MATACHE3, Alexandru PARASCHIV3, Cristian PUȘCAȘU3, Raluca CONDRUZ3
ABSTRACT: The segregation degree of alloying elements during solidification in as-cast CMSX-4 singlecrystal superalloy was investigated. The elemental partition coefficients calculated using the results of
experimental measurements of local compositions and predicted by thermodynamic calculation in
multicomponent alloys have shown the tendency of the elements to segregate either into the dendrites (W, Re)
or in the interdendritic regions (Al, Ti, and Ta). Among the alloying elements Re has the strongest tendency to
segregate. It was found a good agreement between the experimental and simulation prediction results, as well
as compared with an analytical model. By thermodynamic calculation it was established the influence of
superalloy chemistry on the elemental segregation during solidification.
KEYWORDS: superalloy, segregation, partition coefficient, simulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

The gas turbines performances particularly rely on the outstanding properties of Ni-based superalloys
at high temperatures. The chemistry of different Ni–based superalloy generations designed to produce singlecrystal or columnar structure blades includes a high content of refractory elements (W, Ta, Re, and Ru) and a
lower content of Cr, Co, and Mo compared with the previous alloy generations that exhibit equiaxed grains.
Most of these alloys are designed or optimized to generate a high fraction of strengthening 𝜸′ phase [1], good
mechanical properties at high temperatures, and resistance to oxidation. For this purpose, alloying elements
such as Al, Ti, and Ta are still used with a tendency to increase the Al content to the detriment of Ti content.
Most of the modern superalloys have the disadvantage of very high density, poor corrosion resistance in bare
condition and are very expensive [2]. It was previously shown that the increase of Ta and Cr content in singlecrystal superalloys decrease the segregation tendency of high-density elements (W, Re). The composition must
be balanced to avoid other undesired defects development knowing that Ta increases the eutectic fraction and
too high content of Cr leads to the formation of brittle topological closed packed (TCP) phases [3].
The introduction of directional solidification in order to avoid the transverse grain boundaries led to
the decrease of the content of the alloying elements (B, C) which have been commonly used to strengthen the
grain boundaries in equiaxed structures [4]. However, recent papers have shown that low contents of Zr and B
are suitable to ensure a good castability of these alloys [5]. The single-crystal superalloy development is usually
controlled by the thermal gradient (G) and solidification rate (V). Recent papers have shown that higher thermal
gradients generate smaller dendrite arm spacing, refined microstructure and a reduced level of segregation [6,
7]. In the development or optimization of single-crystal superalloys with high refractory elements content there
is a major concern to decrease or avoid the tendency to generate casting defects due to the preferential
segregation of alloying elements either in the dendrites or in the interdendritic areas [8, 9]. Other authors have
shown that the strong segregation tendency of high-density refractory elements generates a density inversion
occurrence at the liquid/solid interface in the mushy zone [10]. Since the structure homogeneity of materials is
of paramount importance to generate appropriate high temperature properties, the purpose of this paper is to
investigate the elemental segregation in as-cast CMSX-4 single-crystal superalloy by simulation predictions
and experiments.
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2.

MATERIAL AND PROCEDURES

The experimental investigation of the segregation was performed on single-crystal CMSX-4,
representative for the second generation of superalloys. The samples were cut from rods produced by
directional solidification using Bridgman method with a thermal gradient of 3 K·mm-1 and a solidification rate
of 3 mm·min-1 Microstructural qualitative and quantitative analyses were done using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) Inspect F50 and by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) - EDAX. Solidification path
prediction was simulated by thermodynamic calculations in multicomponent, multiphase alloys using Pandat™
software (a trademark of CompuTherm LLC) based on CALPHAD method and the latest thermodynamic
database for Ni alloys (PanNi2017_TH).

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The typical as-cast microstructure of modern superalloys with low C content designed for singlecrystal blades or vanes development consists of cuboidal ’ phase precipitated into the  matrix in dendrites
and in the interdendritic areas, islands of coarse ’ and different fractions of -’ pools in the interdendritic
areas. The ’ size in the dendrites is finer and more regular in shape than in the interdendritic regions. The
difference in size and shape of ’ precipitates is governed by the growth kinetics in correlation with the
segregation level of alloying elements and by the interaction between them as demonstrated for Re [11]. The
high level of structure segregation is governed by the redistribution of the alloying elements at the solid/liquid
interface during solidification and by the reduced diffusivity of the refractory elements. As a result there are
significant differences in the chemical composition of the dendrites and the interdendritic areas leading to
different lattice parameter mismatch and to residual stresses due to the different shrinkage conditions during
cooling. Qualitative analysis by EDS of the investigated CMSX-4 alloy highlighted strong segregated
structures. The surface distribution has shown that the high-density refractory elements (W, Re, and Co) are
preferential distributed in dendrites while the 𝛾′ forming elements (Al, Ti, and Ta) are mainly segregated in the
interdendritic regions. The segregation degree is commonly expressed by the partition coefficients (k S(i)) of the
elements (Eq. 1) where CD(i) is the concentration of the element (i) in dendrite, and CI(i) is the concentration of
element (i) in the interdendritic areas.
𝑘𝑠(𝑖) =

𝐶𝐷(𝑖)
𝐶𝐼(𝑖)

(1)

The partition coefficients signify the tendency of the alloying elements to segregate in the dendrites
(kS(i) > 1), or in the interdendritic areas (k S(i) < 1). The partition coefficients were calculated based on the local
chemical composition measured by EDS in the dendrite core (C), dendrite arms (DA) and in the interdendritic
regions (IR) as summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Partition coefficients calculated for as-cast CMSX-4 alloy based on experimental results
kS
Al
Ti
Cr
Co
Ni
Ta
W
Re
Mo
kS (C/IR)
0.91
0.78
1.00
1.09
0.89
0.89
1.18
1.40
1.12
kS (SA/IR)
0.93
0.83
1.00
1.07
0.98
0.91
1.15
1.32
1.09
kS (C/SA)
0.99
0.94
1.02
1.02
1.00
0.97
1.03
1.05
1.03
The results in Table 1 show that the elements that usually segregate in the interdendritic regions (Al,
Ti, and Ta) exhibit partition coefficients less than 1 calculated between the dendrite cores, kS (C/IR), or the
secondary dendrite arms, kS (SA/IR), and the interdendritic regions. The refractory elements (W, Re) that
segregate in the dendrites have in both cases partition coefficients higher than 1. It was noticed that Re segregate
the strongest. All other elements are almost neutral having partition coefficients around the unity. Previous
work has shown that the partition coefficients exhibit a linear variation as a function of secondary dendrite
arms spacing (SDAS) with a positive slope for W and Re, and a negative one for Ti, Al, and Ta [12]. A
peculiarity of the segregation tendency highlighted by the experimental results is that the segregation level in
the secondary dendrite arms is less pronounced than that in the dendrite cores. The partition coefficients
calculated between the cores and secondary dendrite arms, kS (C/SA) in Table 1, demonstrate this behaviour.
These results are due to the partition of alloying elements at solid/liquid interface during solidification: as the
solidification advances the secondary dendrite arms grow into interdendritic areas depleted in refractory
elements and enriched in Al, Ti, and Ta, resulting lower partition coefficients for refractory elements (W, Re)
and closer to unity for those of Al, Ti, and Ta.
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Solidification path calculation using Pandat software for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium
conditions (Scheil model) allow the calculation of chemical compozition of the phases as a function of solid
fraction, and the calculation of the composition at solid/liquid interface. Based on the solidification path results
calculated for the tipical composition of the investigated alloy partition coefficients (kI) can be calculated as
the ratio between the concentration of the elelments in the solid (CS) and liquid (CL) phases at a given fraction
of solid. Table 2 summarize the partition coefficients calculated for CMSX-4 superalloy based on the
experimental results for single-crystal (SX) and equiaxed structures (EQX), simulation predictions in Pandat
at the 1% fraction of solid and using the analytical model established by Hobbs et al. [10].
Table 2. Partition coefficients for CMSX-4 superalloy calculated by different methods
Method
kS (Al)
kS (Cr)
kS (Co)
kS (Mo)
kS (Ta)
kS (W)
Analytical
0.92
1.04
1.05
0.35
0.77
1.15
Experimental (SX)
0.91
1.00
1.09
1.12
0.89
1.18
Experimental (EQX)
0.95
0.95
1.07
1.03
0.87
1.22
Pandat prediction
0.87
0.81
1.12
0.64
0.78
1.08

kS (Re)
1.37
1.40
1.53
1.52

These results show that excepting the Mo there is a good agreement between the used methods and
allow the use of simulation predictions as an alternative rapid assessment of the influence of changes in the
chemical composition on the segregation of elements in the superalloys. The much lower level of partition
coefficient of Mo calculated using the analitical model compared with the experiments can be explained by the
lower level of Mo in CMSX-4 superalloy (0.6%) than in the alloys used to estblish the model. The same reason
is for Pandat simulation which uses analitical models too. Since in the superalloys of practical interest
deviations from the tipical composition induce changes in phase transformation points and solidification path,
additional calculations of partition coefficients were performed using Pandat in order to evaluate the influence
of alloying elements content on the segregation tendency in the CMSX-4 superalloy. The results summarized
in Table 3 show the influence of elements to the increase (↑), decrease (↓) or have no significant influence (~)
on the segregation behaviour of the alloying elements.
Table 3. Influence of alloying elements on the segregation in CMSX-4 superalloy
Re
W
Al
Ti
Ta
Co
Cr
Re
↓
~
↑
↑
↑
~
~
W
~
↑
↓
↓
~
~
↓
Mo
↓
↓
↓
↓
↓
~
↓
Ta
~
↑
↓
↓
↓
~
↓
Co
↓
~
↓
~
↑
~
↓
Cr
↓
↓
~
↑
↓
↑
↓

Ni
~
~
~
~
~
~

Additions of Mo, Co, Cr diminishes the segregation of Re. Of these elements Co have the strongest
influence on Re segregation decrease but it did not influence the distribution coefficients of W. Cromium
simultaneously influence the distribution coefficients of Re and W downwards and therefore Cr is present in
the composition of all superalloys. The segregation of elements that are partitioned in the interdendritic regions
(Al, Ti, and Ta) are also influenced by the content of other alloying elements. Mo and Ta itself simultaneously
decrease the segregation level of the three elements. All the other elements have a positive influence on some
of the elements that compose the 𝛾′ phase. The partition coefficients of Co, Cr, and Ni are influenced to a very
small extent by the content of all other alloying elements and are therefore these are considered to be neutral
in terms of the segregation level. The pronounced segregation of alloying elements generates a high
compositional gradient across the superalloys structure that must be eliminated or reduced to a great extent
prior introduction to service [13].

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The as-cast CMSX-4 single-crystal superalloy exhibits a strong segregated structure. The segregation
tendency of the alloying elements was assessed by the partition coefficients calculated using experimental
results and Pandat predictions of the solidification path. A good agreement was found between experiments,
simulation predictions and an analytical model. All the methods have shown that in the investigated alloy, Re
and W are particularly distributed into the dendrites while γ' forming elements (Al, Ti, and Ta) are distributed
into the interdendritic regions.
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It was particularly noted that Re have the highest partition coefficient and therefore the highest
segregation tendency in CMSX-4 superalloy with both single-crystal and equiaxed structure.
The experimental results have shown that Re and W are segregated much stronger in the dendrites
core than in the secondary dendrite arms due to the solidification path into the mushy zone depleted in refractory
elements.
Using the Pandat predictions on the distribution of the alloying elements at the solid/liquid interface
was performed a broad analysis of the influence of alloying elements on the segregation tendency in CMSX-4
alloy. It was shown that the increase of Mo, Co, and Cr diminishes the segregation level of Re, while Mo and
Ta itself simultaneously diminish the segregation of Al, Ti, and Ta. Co, Cr, and Ni are influenced to a very
small extent by the other alloying elements and are considered neutral in terms of segregation tendency.
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CALCULATION OF THE DELAMINATION YIELD INDEX
Mihail SIMA4, Mihaela Raluca CONDRUZ4, Cristian STĂNICĂ4
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a numerical simulation model of the delamination process of a laminated
made up of polimerical composite materials ranforced with carbon fibres. Moreover, a set of experimental tests
have been done to check the delamination resistance, and the yield indices have been defined and substantiated
by generalizing the Hashin-Fabric criterion and the hypotheses of the resistance theories based on the
deformation energy and on the distorting energy of the profile.
KEYWORDS: Hashin-Fabric, Tsai-Wu, yield index, delamination, composites

1.

INTRODUCTION

Weight reduction of the aircrafts constitutes one of the main directions of action towards diminishing
CO2, NOx and other burning gases emissions. For this purpose, the use of carbon fibre laminated composite
materials with polymeric matrix represents one of the most frequent solutions to be found in the aircraft
industry. One main consequence of the large scale use of composite laminated materials was the analysis of
their yielding process. Thus, the conclusion was that delamination represents one of the main causes of the
yielding phenomenon of various parts made up of carbon fibre ranforced polimerical composite materials [13]. The evaluation of delamination resistance can be achieved by using either the release rate of specific energy,
Gc, or the calculus of certain yielding indices that have been substantiated on some experimental results (TsaiWu, Hill, Hashin, Puck etc.). A comparative analysis between the Von Mises criterion that applies to metals
and the criteria applicable to composites indicate a series of similarities. In the case of metallic materials, the
Von Mises criterion is defined by relations (1) and (2):

 VM  3[( 1   2 ) 2  ( 2   3 ) 2  ( 3   1 ) 2 ]

 VM  3J 2

(1)
(2)

where J2 represents the second order degree invariant of the tensor deviation of the stresses.
Similarly, in order to evaluate the resistance of composite material structures specific concepts have
been developed based on the Hill criterion (relation (3)) and the Twai-Wu criterion (relation (4)):

2.

Fi  F11 x2  F22 y2  2 F12 x  y  F66 2xy

(3)

Fi  F1 x  F2 y  F11 x2  F22 y2  2 F12 x  y  F66 2xy

(4)

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

This paper introduces a new set of relations for the calculus of certain yielding indices though analogy
with those defined on the basis of the Hashin Fabric criterion and substantiated on the basis of the resistance
theorie related to the deformation energy and to the profile deforming energy. According to the preliminary
hypotheses, delamition is going to be initiated within the interlaminar layer if the yielding index is higher than
the limit value 1.
4
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The evaluation of the hypotheses taken into consideration has been achieved though the correlation
analysis between the values of the yielding indices previously mentioned and the experimental results. Similar
approaches to defining certain yielding indices specific for cantivelver beams made up of composite material
laminates renforced with carbon fibres are presented in [4]. The interlaminary layer has been considered to be
homogenous, and having the mechanical properties of the polymeric matrix and a thickness of at least 25 times
smaller than the carbon fibre layer. The experimental data obtained through the delamination of the DCB test
pieces (“double cantivelver beam”) have been undergone according to the provisions of the standards in [5, 6].

Fig. 1 The test pieces DCB
The rate of the energy released though the propagation of the split (delamination) in mode I has been
calculated by using relation (5):
𝐺𝐼 =

3𝑃𝛿

(5)

2𝑏𝑎

where a – the length of the delaminated area; b – the width of the test piece; P – the force applied on the jaws;
 - shifting of the jaws.
In the case of DCB test pieces, considering that the stress is placed within the interlaminar layer, the
yield index, defined by analogy with the Hashin-Fabric criterion and based on the theory of deformation energy,
is:
𝜎

2

𝐹1 = ( 𝑦 ) + 2.6 (
𝜎𝑡

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 2
𝐼𝐿𝑆𝑆

)

(6)

Similarly, the yield index calculated as based on the hypothesis of the profile deforming energy is
determined though the following relation:
𝜎

2

𝐹1 = ( 𝑦 ) + 3 (
𝜎𝑡

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 2
𝐼𝐿𝑆𝑆

)

(7)

The fact that delamination propagates though the yielding of the interlaminar layer has determined us
to use the yield point of torsional shear in the interlaminar layer (ILSS –” interlaminar shear strength”) OY
oriented, that is perpendicular on the interlaminar layer.

3.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Fig. 2 shows the graphics of the experimental data concerning the variation of force vs displacement
of the jaws, Fig. 3 shows the distribution of normal tension in the interface layer, and Table 1 shows the rate
of energy release on the extension of delamination.
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Fig. 2 The variation of force vs displacement of the jaws
Table 1. Critical Extension Force Gc
Displacement [mm]

Force [N]

a [mm]

Gc [N/m]

17.07987

224.4145

50

4599.565

∆𝑮𝒄
𝑮𝒄
3.71%

20.85475
24.9-41.06525
41.49787

235.3526
213.06-206.1
145.544

59
64
98

4991.41
4973.617
5181.98

3.28%
3.13%
2.63%

∆𝑮𝒄 [N/m]
124.70
163.68
155.64
136.21

a

b

c

d

Fig. 3 Distribution of normal tension in the interface layer [Pa]: a) the length of the 50 mm split, b) the
length of the 53 mm split, c) the length of the 64 mm split, d) the length of the 98 mm split
Table 2 presents the values of the yield index calculated by means of the Hashin-Fabric criterion and
of the yield theories of material resistance based on the hypothesis of the deformation energy, and on the profile
deforming energy respectively.
Table 2. Yield indices corresponding to the delamination phases and calculated on the basis of the
Hashin-Fabric criterion as well as on the theories of material resistance

a
𝝈𝒛
𝝈𝒕
𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑰𝑳𝑺𝑺
[mm] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
50
160
200
21.5
60
53
170
200
21.5
60
64
178
200
21.5
60
93
181
200
21.5
60

𝝈𝒚 𝟐
𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝟐
𝑭𝟏 = ( ) + (
)
𝝈𝒕
𝑰𝑳𝑺𝑺

𝝈𝒚 𝟐
𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝟐
𝑭𝟏 = ( ) + 𝟑 (
)
𝝈𝒕
𝑰𝑳𝑺𝑺

0.77
0.85
0.92
0.95

1.03
1.11
1.18
1.20

𝑭𝟏

𝝈𝒚 𝟐
𝝉𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝟐
= ( ) + 𝟐. 𝟔 (
)
𝝈𝒕
𝑰𝑳𝑺𝑺

0.97
1.06
1.13
1.15
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Modelling of the interlaminar layer as a homogeneous layer having the mechanic characteristics of
the matrix and the use of a yielding criterion, mainly defined according to the hypothesis of the profile
deforming energy, ensures consistency between the FEA analysis and the experimental data. The correlation
analysis between the yileding index calculated on the basis of the Hashin-Fabric criterion and the
experimentally determined yielding indicate lower values of the Hashin-Fabric yielding indices: 0.77-0.95.
The subunitary values of the yielding index are corresponding to the situation in which the material
does not deteriorate (delamination is not initiated). Actually, the interlaminar layer is not a homogenous
stratum, while the acrbon fibres corresponding to the two transversal directions are not coplanary, their position
having a direct impact on the geometry of the interlaminar layer; the interface between these fibres and the
interlaminar layer constitute a concentration factor. Thus, the mechanical properties of the interlaminar layer
should be adjusted and therefore, the development of this direction of action requires an approach into the
micro-mechanic field.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The yield indices substantiated on the hypothesis of the profile deforming energy register supraunitary
values, 1.03-1.02, and are consistent with the experimental results. On the analysis of the correlation between
the yielding indices calculated according to the deformation energy hypothesis, the only inconsistency is
present in the case of the first delamination, when the calculated index is 0.97, while the relative error of
calculation of the critical rate of specific energy release is 3.7 %. Considering the correlation analysis results,
we may conclude by saying that the proposed model ensures consistency with the experimental data, as long
as the yielding criterion substantiated on the basis of the profile deforming energy is being used. In the case of
the hypothesis of the deformation energy, there is an inconsistency between the calculated index and the
initiation of delamination. The experimental results have been obtained by testing 5 samples (Mode I
delamination), and for the validation of these hypotheses further tests will be done by using a larger number of
test pieces and by studying delamination in the case of Mode II and Mode III of stress or in the case of a
combination of the three modes (complex stress).
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CARBON NANOTUBE AND NANOCLAY BASED
POLYMERIC COMPOSITES – RECENT
ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTIONS
Mihaela Raluca CONDRUZ5, Ionuț Sebastian VINTILĂ5
ABSTRACT: A literature survey was conducted to determine the trends in polymer composite field. It is
foreseen that the future composite material design will consist in nanocomposites or in hybrid laminates. The
purpose of the nanomaterials integration is to improve the current composite’s properties, like mechanical
properties (tensile strength, interlaminar shear strength, stiffness and impact resistance), thermal and electrical
conductivity and electromagnetic interference resistance, to provide structures with superior characteristics
compared with the structures curently used.
KEYWORDS: composite materials, carbon nanotubes, nanoclay, buckypaper, hybrid composites

1.

INTRODUCTION

The design stage of a new product implies the selection of materials, optimum manufacturing
technologies and development of structural material designs that fulfil the imposed requirements. Fibre
reinforced polymeric composites are integrated in almost all industrial areas, especially in the aerospace field.
They are used due to their high performances and mechanical properties and low density. Improvements were
made in the last decades in the material science field due to nanotechnology development. Through integration
of nanomaterials in advanced composites can improve their properties without affecting their density and mass.

2.

STATE OF THE ART

Carbon materials are widely used in various forms, such as fibres and flakes, as reinforcements and
additives to improve properties of polymers. In aviation, the use of carbon fibre composites in 50% of Boeing
787’s structural weight is the greatest achievement of composites research over the past 5 decades [1]. In the
last two decades, the researches were focused on different types of reinforcing elements for polymeric
composites like carbon nanofibers (CNFs), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) and
nanoclay (NC). Nowadays the nanotechnology is one of the most popular areas of research and includes all
technical disciplines [2]. The material’s nanostructure is a key factor for the development of novel properties
[3] because improved interface interactions can lead to enhanced properties of the materials at larger scale. The
nanomaterials have an extremely high surface to volume ratio which considerable changes their properties
when compared with their bulk sized equivalents [3-5]. Nanocomposite materials have been studied for more
than 50 years, the first reference on nanocomposites was made in 1950, and polyamide nanocomposites were
reported as early as 1976 [3]. The development of nanotechnology was encouraged by the discovery of carbon
nanotubes in the early 1990s [6]. The first CNTs discovered were MWCNTs (multiwall carbon nanotubes),
which consist in multiple concentric cylindrical layers of graphene sheets coaxially arranged around a central
hollow core. Later, SWCNTs (single wall carbon nanotubes) were produced which consist in a single graphene
cylinder [7]. Now the nanocomposite materials are considered the materials of the 21st century due to the
combination of their properties and which are not found in conventional materials [4, 5]. Typically, the
nanocomposites consist in a combination of clay/carbon and polymers, and this class of nanocomposites is a
fast-growing area of research [3].
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Almost all types of polymers, such as thermoplastics, thermosets and elastomers have been used to
make polymer nanocomposites. The two main classes of nanoreinforcement are carbon nanotubes and layered
silicate clays (generally referred as nanoclay) [5].
The most studied category of nanocomposites was nanoclay reinforced plastics because the starting
clay materials are easily available and because their intercalation chemistry has been studied for a long time
[5], but in the last decades, the CNTs based nanocomposites replaced them. The influence of nanoreinforcement
on organic materials is known as “nano-effect” [2]. The nano-effect can be observed only if the nanomaterial
is well dispersed in the polymeric matrix (nanoscale dispersion). To achieve this kind of dispersion in polymeric
matrices, using nanoclay or CNTs is achieved by functionalizing their surfaces because it is a difference
between surfaces energies of polymeric materials and nanoreinforcing materials [8].
CNTs have poor dispensability and the tendency to bundle, and on the other hand, nanoclay have to
let the polymeric chains to intercalate their galleries [8,9]. The surface energy of clay layers is lowered by their
surface modification with surfactants that have compatibility with the organic polymers, the surfactant expands
clay galleries and increase the spacing between the layers (d-spacing) [8].
During the synthesis, the CNTs are contaminated with metallic and amorphous impurities so they
have to be further purified. The purifying process enhances the bad dispersion and poor interactions between
polymeric matrices and CNTs and they have to be functionalized. The functionalization methods of CNTs can
be divided into chemical (covalent) and physical (noncovalent) [10]. Recently, the CNTs based nanocomposites
started to replace the fibre reinforced composites in aerospace structural components. The F-35 Lightning II
Lockheed Martin wing tip fairings are made of CNTs and epoxy resin [11].
Nanomaterials were used in different studies as additional reinforcing materials for polymeric
composite reinforced with fibres, composites based on prepreg precursors. The additional reinforcing agent is
added between the prepreg plies to improve the properties of the laminates, especially the mechanical
properties.
Quaresimin et. al. [12] studied the interlaminar properties of clay-modified epoxies and their glass
reinforced laminates. They observed a significant improvement in the fracture toughness and crack propagation
threshold of clay-modified epoxy. However, due to the nanofiller morphology, the behaviour of clay-modified
laminates was comparable to that of the base laminates.
Rafiq et. al. [13] studied the impact resistance of hybrid glass fiber reinforced epoxy/nanoclay
composite laminates. It was found that the addition of nanoclay improved the peak load, the stiffness and also
the physical damage was reduced in case of the laminates integrating 1.5wt% nanoclay. In case of samples with
3.0 wt% the impact resistance wasn’t improved due to the clay agglomeration.
Helmy et.al. [14] studied the tensile fatigue behaviour of glass-epoxy tapered beam composites with
different stacking sequences, where nanoclay had been incorporated. It was observed that static tensile strength
and modulus of glass-epoxy tapered composites were slightly enhanced by the addition of nanoclay and it
suppresses the fatigue damage growth in terms of damage index and crack growth rate over the whole fatigue
life except the early stage of loading.
Arai et. al. [15] studied the interlaminar fracture toughness mode I and II for carbon fibre-epoxy
laminates toughened by a carbon nanofibre interlayer. A paste was made of carbon nanofibres and ethanol and
was applied by hand on carbon fiber prepreg sheets using a metal roller. The solvent was evaporated and the
prepreg plies were bonded together. Standard DCB (double cantilever beam) and ENF (end notch flexure)
specimens were prepared and tested. The tests showed that the hybrid composites showed approximatively
50% increase of model fracture toughness and 2-3 times greater mode II interlaminar fracture toughness than
references.
Davis et.al. [16,17] assessed the ability of f-CNTs (fluorine functionalized carbon nanotubes) to
improve the interlaminar fracture toughness, tensile strength and stiffness of polymeric composites. They used
four-harness satin weave carbon fibre and epoxy resin. The f-CNTs were integrated by solvent spraying
method. Four-point ENF tests, tensile tests, tension-tension and tension-compression cycling tests were
performed. The results showed that f-CNTs increased the interlaminar fracture toughness by 27% in case of
0.5 wt% f-CNTs compared with the neat composite laminate; the laminate tensile strength was improved up to
18% and 24% in case of the stiffness.
Another method to integrate the CNTs in polymeric composite laminates is using buckypapers (BP).
Buckypapers are thin films with paper-like morphology manufactured from self-supporting network of
entangled CNTs held together by the van der Waals interactions [18].
Usually, BPs are manufactured by suspension filtering under positive or negative pressure and by frit
compression. The common solvents used to disperse the CNTs are ethanol or methanol. Another method used
to manufacture BPs is by liberation of electrophoretically deposited carbon nanotubes [19].
Fig. 1 presents a SEM image of a hybrid composite laminate which integrates CNTs between two
unidirectional carbon fibre prepreg plies. Fig. 2 presents examples of BPs with different diameters.
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Fig. 1 Hybrid composite laminate realised by the integration of CNTs between two prepreg plies [20]

Fig. 2 Buckypapers [21]

3.

DISCUSSION

The literature review was conducted to determine the research trends in the polymeric composite field.
It was noticed that most of the researches lead to the improvement of common polymeric materials and
polymeric composites properties by nanoreinforcement.
Polymeric materials filled with nanomaterials are considered polymeric nanocomposites and by
adding nanomaterials to fibre reinforced laminates are manufactured hybrid polymeric composites. The main
goal of this types of new materials is to improve the properties of the materials and the overall performance of
the structure which is made with those material designs.
The main properties that are currently under study, and which scientists are trying to improve, are the
mechanical properties of neat thermoset polymers and common composite laminates, properties like tensile
strength, interlaminar fracture tougthness, stiffness and impact resistance.
Several other properties can be improved by the addition of nanomaterials, properties like the
electrical and thermal conductivity of polymers and advanced composites, thermal and dimensional stability
(by increasing the glass transition temperature – Tg of polymers, which influence the thermal resistance of the
polymer), flame retardant properties, radiation shielding, electromagnetic interference resistance and lightning
strike protection.
In future work, several structural composite material designs consisting in nanocomposites and hybrid
laminates will be manufactured and tested to evaluate their properties improvement compared with current
advanced composite properties. The properties of material designs will be studied and optimized along with
the nano-effect of the nanoreinforcement on neat epoxy and prepregs (nano-effect on Tg and viscosity of the
neat epoxy, on mechanical properties like tensile strength and elastic modulus, drop weight impact resistance,
flexural strength, interlaminar fracture toughness). The suitability of the materials for aerospace applications
will be evaluated.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on their outstanding properties, in the future decades polymeric nanocomposites can replace
the current fibre reinforced composites for particular applications. All industrial sectors can benefit of the
weight reduction (compared with the fibre reinforced composite’s weight), enhanced properties and
tailorability of nanocomposites.
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LUBRICATION OPTIMIZATION OF A SCREW
COMPRESSOR USED FOR NATURAL GAS
Victoria TELEABA6, Mihaiella CREȚU6, Radu MIREA6
ABSTRACT: Present paper shows the lab tests results for oil samples obtained during the monitoring process
within period 12.2016 – 01.2017 from compressor C4 deployed at Munteni extraction site, which uses PAG
oil. Base characteristics determinations were performed as well as FTIR testing for the samples tapped at 3171
and 3195 working hours before and after the periodical maintenance of the compressor, when 60 more liters of
new oil have been added. The degradation tendency of the oil was assessed. The preliminary conclusions
regarding the degradation of base characteristics, emphasizes a better maintenance of these characteristics
related to the previous used oil. The degradation tendency of the oil is currently under analysis and also it’s
compatibility with polymeric parts of the compressor is assessed.
KEYWORDS: screw compressor, degradation, oil, poly-alpha-olephn, poly-alkylen-glycol, FTIR

NOMENCLATURE
PAO – poly-alpha-olephin
PAG – poly-alkylen-glycol
IR – infrared
FTIR – mass spectroscopy infrared with Fourier transform

1.

INTRODUCTION

A continuous a periodical analysis of the used oils for screw compressors is made by COMOTI since
the maintenance task falls into its task. Also, testing new oil based on specially designed compounds that
enhances the functionality and life span of the compressors is currently undergoing. The final aim is to be able
to formulate and select the specific type of oil best fitting the specific application. The aim of the paper is to
test within the laboratory oil samples obtained during the monitoring process of a screw compressor. The
chosen one is C4 compressor deployed at Munteni extraction site. This compressor initially used a PAO based
oil, but, considering its degradation tendency, mainly related to its base characteristics, the replacement of the
oil was performed. The new oil is a PAG based oil and its degradation tendency in terms of base characteristics
was assessed. The tests and results showed within the current paper were made after 3171 and 3192 working
hours, before and after the periodical maintenance of the compressor when 60 litters of new oil have been
added. The results have been compared with the ones obtained on the unused oil and also with the ones obtained
on PAO oil used before it. Aside from the testing of the behaviour of oil’s base characteristics, a FTIR analysis
was performed in order to assess the degradation of the oil from chemical point of view during its exploitation.
Also, the behaviour of the equipment running on PAG oil was assessed before 3195 working hours and before
and after periodical maintenance.
What is specific worldwide for the operation of a screw compressor is that oil is continuously injected
into the compressor, both to cool the gas during compression and to lubricate and cool the compressor’s parts,
while the most important characteristics required for oil are viscosity, density, flash point, foaming
characteristics and acid number [1]. Any lubricant/ oil contains the so-called “base oil” (75-85% of the end
product) and a set of additives (15-25%) used to enhance the performance of the base oil and to eliminate
adverse properties that can be generated during exploitation [2]. There are two main types of base oils: mineral
and synthetic. Mineral base oil is derived from the purification of crude oil, whereas the synthetic on is a
chemical obtained from contaminant - free pure compounds intended for lubrication tasks.
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The main component of synthetic base oil is “designed” as a product of a chemical reaction between
two or more substances, depending on the desired performance in a specific application, which makes up the
major advantage of synthetic lubricants. Their advantages also include resistance to oxidation and high
temperature, very good mechanical strength, very good adhesion to lubricated surfaces, all ultimately resulting
in significantly higher energy efficiency. In order to keep a rigorous eye on the operation of the industrial
plants, specific sampling strategies are in place (points along critical routes) and regular specific tests are
performed [3], [4].
The matter of developing a specific type of oil for natural gas compression equipment, in Romania,
has not been seriously addressed so far, being used only mineral base oils or synthetic PAO base oils having
as components that degrade at the same rate. The explanation resides in the natural gas solubility in PAO based
mineral oils and synthetic oils compared to other diester and PAG based synthetic oils. The gas dissolved in
PAO based mineral and synthetic oils has a constantly decreasing viscosity and flash point, because it contains
molecules similar in structure, mainly C-H bonds, unlike diester and PAG based synthetic oils, which are polar
molecules. In a PAG molecule, every third atom of the polymer chain is an oxygen atom, which gives its strong
polarity, therefore, the hydrocarbons in gas are practically insoluble in PAG.

2.

PROCEDURES

2.1. Determination of base characteristics of the obtained samples
BASF PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 is PAG based oil developed by German producer BASF and it is
tested for the first time in Romania on a natural gas screw compressor. The chosen compressor is C4 which is
deployed in Munteni extraction site. The main purpose of its use is to formulate and establish an optimal
composition for oil especially designed for this location. The oil’s formula is an experimental one developed
by BASF having the technical characteristics presented in [5]. The paper presents sampling tests made for 3171
– 3195 working hours on oil’s base characteristics. The samples were clear but with different colours (light
orange to light green) compared with the samples kept within the laboratory and having a small superior layer,
clear and darker, non-miscible with the product, having small mechanical impurities - sample 3171h. As the
sample rests, its colour gradually turned orange as the unused oil and other samples, as seen in Fig. 1.

Samples at 4
days

Samples at 5
Samples at 11
Samples at 14
Samples at 52 days
days
days
days
Fig. 1 BASF PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 at 3171 and 3195 working hours

The obtained values for the viscosity at 400C and flash point emphasises a 10-12% decrease for
viscosity and 42-45% for flash point compared with the new, unused sample as seen in Table 1. The obtained
results for viscosity are similar with the ones obtained by BASF in its own lab.
Tabel 1: Obtained values for PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 at 3171-3195 h
Viscosity at 40 °C,
Determined characteristic / Sample
[mm2/s]
Method
SR ISO 3104-2002
SCAVINI equipment
Equipment
Ubbelohde COMECTA
Values according to technical sheet BASF TI/EVO
105
0010 e / Nov. 2015
3171 h
87,8
3195 h
91,7

Flash point, [C]
ASTM D92 - 05a
SCAVINI
equipment
>290
157,3
168,8

These values obtained for the base characteristics are much higher compared with the ones obtained
for PAO oil STABIO S100, also produced by BASF and which was previously used within C4 screw
compressor and which shows a decrease of 75% for viscosity and 85% for flash point.
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2.2. FTIR tests of the obtained samples
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a versatile tool used to detect common
contaminants, lube degradation byproducts and additives within lubricating oils. It has become a widely-used
technique for quickly assessing multiple lubricant characteristics. This test method is relatively quick to
perform and is capable of simultaneously detecting multiple parameters, including antioxidants, water, soot,
fuel, glycol, oil oxidation and certain additives. Adding to the power of this qualitative measurement, the size
of the peaks is a direct indication of the amount of the specific material found in the sample. Since most used
oil samples are complex mixtures of thousands of different molecules, including base oil molecules, additives,
oil degradation byproducts, wear debris and contaminants, the infrared spectrum of the sample is typically
complex and can be difficult to interpret with any degree of certainty, as some wavenumbers may overlap.
Despite these drawbacks, FTIR still has great value in used oil analysis and is employed by the majority of oil
analysis labs as a screening tool [6].
The tests have been performed within Physical-Chemical Determination lab on a FTIR Spectrum Oil
Express Series 100, v 3.0 spectrometer provided by Perkin Elmer which has an auto sampler (Fig. 2). The
equipment is specially designed for FTIR analysis of used oils, made of: sample purge compartment, optical
system in spectral domain 7800-370 cm-1 having a resolution of 0.5 cm-1, intermediary IR detector, electronic
system with signal processor Motorola DSP56303 and Motorola 68340, PC, Spectrum Software, auto sampler.
The used solvent is heptanes.

Fig. 2 Spectrum Oil Express Series 100, v 3.0
As is shown in Table 2, after analyzing the specters, it can be observed that there are no major
differences between tested samples. After analyzing the quantitative results, it can be observed the water
content decreases as well as OH groups. There are no traces of oxidation normally present in synthetic oils as
SO4 groups and also there are no traces of gasoline. Both samples, 3171 and 3195 h were collected after the
gasoline layer has been drained. This is the best argument that PAG is not compatible with gasoline, therefore
the gasoline does not mix with it.
Table 2. FTIR results for PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 at 3171-3195 h
Reference
3171 h

Differences from reference:

- acidic/aminic salts (2650-2385)
- compounds with H links (2650-2350,
0900-0650)
- water (3650-3150)

3195 h

- hydroxi groups (3650-3595)
- metallic oxydes (0800-0705)
- water (3650-3150)

PLURASAFE CL Gas 9 is PAG based oil having exceptional anti ware properties. Thus, that
kind of base oils need less anti ware additives as PAO or mineral based oils. These anti ware additives are a
particular formulation from BASF.
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Relevant indicators for these industrial lubricants are viscosity and iron content. For PLURASAFE
CL Gas 9, viscosity tests have been performed both by COMOTI and BASF labs and iron content tests have
been performed only by BASF. Related to viscosity tests, the results are similar from COMOTI and BASF
labs. Related to iron content tests, the results show less than 5ppm (value that is very close to the detection
limit), compared with PAO based oil STABIO S100 which had 19 ppm.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

From base characteristics point of view (viscosity and flash point), PAG based PLURASAFE CL GAS
9 oil presents superior values comparing with PAO based STABIO S100, due to its incopatibility with the
gasolines. The main reason is that it’s molecules show an increased polarity realted to PAO based oil. This
tendency was present from the begining and continued since 3195 working hours.
PAG based PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 oil presents H2O and OH traces comapring with PAO based
STABIO S100. This is due to the compatibility of its molecular inner structure with water.
PAG based PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 oil show a better anti ware characteristic. Iron content is 5ppm
comapred with 19 ppm for PAO based STABIO S100.
PAG based PLURASAFE CL GAS 9 oil shows no traces of oxidation which are normally present in
synthetic oils as SO4 groups and also there are no traces of gasoline.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS REGARDING THE SOLUTION
FOR A GASEOUS-LIQUID BURNER
Ene BARBU7, Andreea MANGRA7
ABSTRACT: Fuel flexibility is a fundamental attribute of combustion installations that equip turboengines
and heat recovery steam generators of cogenerative groups. Therefore, the main objective of the PN
16.26.01.08 project was the study the thermogasodynamic processes in an afterburner and its interaction with
the turboengine, in order to develop a modern technology of design, manufacturing and testing facilities of
multifuel, gaseous-liquid, afterburner. Research focused on the development of a mono-modular natural gas /
kerosene afterburner, with the possibility to function with natural gas / biofuel obtained from camelina. This
paper presents preliminary results regarding defining the gaseous-liquid afterburner solution, through
numerical modeling, based on the experience gained by National Research and Development Institute for Gas
Turbines COMOTI in the field of turboengines and their exploitation, particularly regarding the 2xST 18
Powerplant from Suplacu de Barcau.The gaseous-liquid afterburner optimal solution will be selected after
completing the numerical simulations and corresponding tests.
KEYWORDS: burner, afterburner, natural gas, kerosene, camelina

NOMENCLATURE
Pt–thermic power of the burner [kW];
tma–upstream maximum temperature [0C];
tmv–downstream maximum temperature [0C];

1.

INTRODUCTION

The basic fuel for the operation of gas turbine cogeneration groups is natural gas, but the requirements
to conserve the fossil fuel reserves and protect the environment have led to reorientation towards alternative
fuel sources.
The afterburner installation can function with a much wider range of fuels than those accepted by the
gasturbine, which leads to an increase of the cogenerative group fuel flexibility.
EU’s Directive 2003/30/CE aim is promoting the use of biofuels and other renewable fuels, especially
in the transport sector, thus reducing the dependence of energy and lowering the greenhouse gases emissions.
Already Airbus and TAROM, with a consortium of partners, have established one of the first projects at
European level aiming to develop an aviation biofuel (biokerosene) production and processing unit. In
comparison with other crops, camelina is resistant to drought and cold, does not require large investments, can
be grown in successive crops, thus making it attractive for biofuel production [1].
Because it is not widely used in nutrition, it also has the advantage of not jeopardizing food supplies
of the population. In comparison with other oleaginous plant, the camelina seeds have an over 35% oil content
[2]. Biokerosene has been obtained from camelina oil, by hydrotreatment.
However, at the moment the production of biokerosene is expensive, sophisticated processing
technology being required. Under these conditions, it has been raised the question regarding the possibility of
using camelina oil as fuel or additive to a fuel in transport or energetic field [2].
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2.

RESEARCH, TECHNICAL-SCIENTIFIC SOLUTIONS

This paper presents preliminary results regarding the study of a gaseous-liquid burner solution, using
as fuel natural gas/kerosene or natural gas/camelina oil, obtained within PN 16.26.01.08 project. The project
aims to study the thermogasodynamic processes in an afterburner installation and its interaction with the gas
turbine, in order to develop a modern technology of design, manufacturing and testing facilities for a multifuel
gaseous-liquid afterburner.
Worldwide there are companies that produce gaseous-liquid afterburner installations (Pillard, Coen,
Hamworthy Combustion etc.). From the available data, there is no information regarding research related to
the use of camelina oil as fuel on an afterburner installation. The interaction of the jets is still a problem to be
studied [3, 4]. Insufficient knowledge of these phenomena leads to the increase of NOx emissions and/or
flashback.
The elaboration of the gaseous-liquid afterburner constructive solution was based on:the afterburner
installation, operating with gaseous fuel, installed at the 2xST 18 Powerplant from Suplacu de Barcau and the
experiments carried on an equivalent of that burner, with 3 modules(Fig. 1 left); tests on a single module
afterburner operating with natural gas and air (Fig. 2), carried out at the Department of boilers and steam and
gas turbines from UPB [5, 6]. Given the trends around the world regarding the modular design, the gaseousliquid burner study solution followed this direction. The design data, for a single afterburner module, is given
in Table 1. Bearing in mind the need to study the interaction of fuel jets, there have been considered 2 burner
geometries on which were performed numerical simulations of the combustion process, using ANSYS CFX.

Fig. 1 The 2xST 18 Powerplant afterburner equivalent, on natural gas, mounted on the test bench at
INCDT COMOTI (left) and afterburner module structure (right) [5, 7]

Fig. 2 Single module afterburner (left), tested on natural gas with air at UPB (right)
Corresponding to the burner in Fig. 1, the v.1 gaseous-liquid burner geometry version has resulted as
follows: the deflector of the central module and its gaseous fuel nozzles have been eliminated, in their place a
Delavan type [8] liquid fuel nozzle has been introduced; the other 2 lateral modules and their gaseous fuel
nozzles remaining unchanged (the design of the 2xST 18 Powerplant afterburner fuel nozzles has been kept).
The v.2 geometry version is similar to version v.1. The liquid fuel nozzle has been kept. In addition,
it has been inserted the central module deflector with unmodified gaseous fuel nozzles.
Corresponding to the burner in Fig. 2 the geometry version v.3 has been considered. Thus, it will be
possible to test a single module afterburner, with the same centred liquid fuel nozzle as in versions v.1 and v.2,
but the gaseous fuel nozzles, corresponding to the afterburner module in Fig.1, will be modified.
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Table 1. Design data for a single afterburner module, from a gaseous-liquid burner
No.
Parameter
unit
Value
Natural gas / kerosene
1
Fuel
Natural gas / camelina oil
2
Maximum thermic power [Pt]
kW
400
°
3
Upstream maximum temperature [tma]
C
550
°
4
Downstream maximum temperature [tmv]
C
1000

3. RESULTS, DISCUSIONS
Basically, the methodology of transition from burning a gaseous fuel to the gaseous-liquid fuel burner
through numerical modelling is done in several phases [9]: modelling of the burner using gaseous fuel;
modelling using liquid fuel; comparison with design data. After these steps will follow design, manufacturing
of the prototype, test etc. In the first phase, CFD modelling of v.1 geometry version was performed, using
gaseous fuel for the two side modules, the central liquid fuel nozzle being considered plugged.
Fig. 3 (left) shows the temperature distribution corresponding to the two afterburner modules, using a
gas flow rate (modelled as CH4) of 0.014 kg/s. The higher temperatures are within the afterburner chamber. At
the checkpoint, centrally located at a height of 2000 mm from the burner, a temperature of 746 0C has been
obtained, compared to 770 0C, as it has been taken into account.
In the case of CFD modelling, of the v.1 geometry version, using gaseous fuel,the error is less than
5% and interaction between the main jets of the two modules was not observed (internal recirculation, flashback
etc.).
Preliminary results, in the case of this geometry version, indicate the possibility of reducing the error
under 1% for the combustion of natural gas with air / exhaust gases from the gas turbine, through appropriate
adjustment of the oxidizer flow rate.
In the second phase, there were performed CFD numerical simulations on the v.1 geometry version
using liquid fuel, the gaseous fuel nozzles have been considered blocked and the central module deflector
removed.
Overall, through its structure, the fuel injector ensures a certain spraying angle to the fuel jet (usually
between 300-900 [7]) and a degree of swirl.
In order to simplify the numerical model, in the first stage of modelling kerosene / air combustion,
there was not imposed a spraying angle for the fuel jet. The fuel jet enters on axial direction in the computational
domain. In this case the flame significantly stretches, emerging from the afterburner chamber (Fig. 3 right).
In the second geometry version, the reintroduction of the central deflector, in the case of kerosene /
air combustion, brings the core of high temperature closer to the burner (Fig. 4 left). But, as observed in the
previous case, the flame stretches and emerges from the combustion chamber. Preliminary results of kerosene
/ air combustion show, in the case of this geometry version, that by imposing a spraying angel of 110 0, for a
fuel mass flow rate of 0.008 kg/s, the flame fills all the combustion chamber (Fig. 4 right).

Fig. 3 Temperature distribution for v.1 geometry version without the central deflector, for natural
gas/air (left) and for kerosene/air (right)
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Fig. 4 Temperature distribution for the v.2 burner geometry version, with central deflector, for
kerosene/air (left–without spraying angle; right -spraying angle of 1100)

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the experience gained with the afterburner installation at the 2xST 18 Powerplant, there have
been developed 3 gaseous-liquid fuel burner geometry versions, using as fuel natural gas / kerosene or natural
gas/ camelina oil.
The numerical modelling is advanced for the version of functioning with natural gas with air / exhaust
gases from the gas turbine. The aim is to obtain an error under 1%, for the temperature at the afterburner
chamber exit, in the checkpoint located at a height of 2000mm from the burner.
The numerical model for kerosene combustion, with air or gas turbine exhaust gases, has to be
improved by adjusting the following data: spraying angle, swirl degree, fuel/oxidizer ratio.
The numerical model for camelina oil combustion, with air/ gas turbine exhaust gases has not yet been
approached. The selection of the optimal functioning version for the gaseous-liquid burner will be made after
finishing all numerical simulations and validating the results with experimental data.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR POWER PRODUCED BY
THE 37 KW EXPANDER-GENERATOR GROUP
Valentin PETRESCU8, Niculae TOMA8
ABSTRACT: National Research & Development Institute for Gas Turbines - Comoti has developed a helical
expander - asynchronous electric generator assembly – as well as a test system by tracking the parameters of
thermal, mechanical and electrical processes during common or transitory working regimes, their adjustment
and control in order to ensure maximum security working conditions. The power supplied by the generator
being debited in the COMOTI network. The element of novelty of this electric energy providing assembly
constitutes the use of a helical turbine that works at lower speed than other classical expanders due to the
elimination of the reductor which ensures the connection of the expander to the electric generator. The
monitoring system introduces functional check-ups of the manual and electrical operated elements as well as
the check-up of measuring lines of the analog parameters. The testing was done in the testing stand at COMOTI
premises and it used air as a working agent. The results thus obtained constitute the preliminary data that may
offer the possibility of placing the screw expander - electric generator assembly inside the control and
measuring gas stations.
KEYWORDS: energetic efficiency, clean energy, helical expander.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The applications of the turboexpander in the natural gas industry started about 40 years ago with a
small assembly in the south-west of Texas where dr. Judson S. Swearingen attached the first turboexpander for
natural gas. Compared to this reference date, the turboexpander technology has developed considerably lately
[1]. For example:
• Advances made in dynamics theory and fluid measurement have made it possible to design turboexpanders
with high isentropic efficiency and predictive performance;
• The progress in the evaluation of rotor dynamics and of modern analysis of finite elements have led to a
better reliability of turbomachinery;
• The increased demand as well as ever higher requests of energy saving have determined the development
of more and more large installations.
The year 1980 is a worldwide reference date concerning the use of turboexpanders as facilities for
saving the potential energy of high pressure natural gases, which is currently wasted during the process of
pressure adjustment and of its transformation into electricity. The use of turboexpanders today represents the
most advanced technology used in the electricity production.
The helical expander - asynchronous electric generator assembly is a viable economical solution
for retrieving the gas expansion energy in the pressure reduction stations. In order to reduce the pressure of
natural gas in the control and measuring stations (SRM) on the main pipelines, rolled valves, heated, are used
to reduce the pressure from the transport pressure to the distribution pressure. INCDT-COMOTI has developed
an efficient equipment for the conversion of the energy of natural gas expansion into green electricity. This
unique group works using oil injection helical technology, which has long been used for screw compressors.
Advantages:
• High efficiency of the product due to the almost isothermal expansion evolution – through warm oil
injection;
• Great flexibility with the variations of the gas parameters at the expander imput;
• Minimal foundation due to the permanent rotation movement and to dynamic ballance of the rotors;
• Low maintenance costs due to a very good reliability, few mobile parts (constructive simplicity).
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2.

MAIN PART

2.1 Paper scope
The proposed solution contains the expander as a source for driving an asynchronous generator over
synchronicity. The amount of charged energy is ensured by manually adjusting the gas flow injected into the
expander to obtain the nominal slip obtained at the nominal rated current.
The command adjustment and control system for the expander - asynchronous generator group for the
tests run at INCDT COMOTI is based on a simple solution considering that the maximum electrical power that
the expander-generator assembly can generate can be determined.
The gas controls are mostly manually operated, providing only automatic oil pressure (Pui) control
via the oil pump motor drive controller [2].
The helical expander - asynchronous generator group has a test system which monitors the parameters
of the thermal, mechanical and electrical processes during normal or transient working regimes, their
adjustment and control, in order to achieve a maximum safe operation, the power supplied by the generator
being debited in the COMOTI grid.
The monitoring system will require functional checks with manual, electrically driven and linear-level
measurement of analogue parameters [3].
2.2 The analysis of the experimental results during nominal or transitory regimes
The start is accomplished by bringing the generator to synchronization speed by the helical expander,
followed by the connection to the grid and compared with the synchronous machine it is not necessary to
consider the phase position (no special measures are required to connect it to the grid
Completing the electrical connection of the asynchronous generator with a speed deviation of 10%
has a negligible influence on the electrical connection. After connecting the asynchronous generator to the grid,
the new rotor speed value is set aperiodically, being determined by the ratio between the drive and generator
moments. Thus, the fluctuations of active energy felt by the power grid become negligible.
The acquisition of all parameters is done by a computer equipped with a data acquisition board. In the
particular case of the used/produced power, a certain „device” or network analyzer takes the values of the
currents and voltages for each phase, it calculates and displays several electrical parameters, the active power
being one of them. The latter is sent to the data acquisition board under the form of a 4-20 mA unified signal
that reflects this power by means of a proportionality ratio. The computer reads this signal, it transforms it into
kW, it displays it and saves it on the HDD.
•
•
•
•
•

By means of the adjustment of command and control system the following actions are being done:
testing of the execution elements;
starting of the expander-generator assembly;
surveillance of the functioning of the expander-generator assembly during the normal operation regimes;
communication with the operator;
disconnection of the expander-generator assembly on the operator’s request or automatically due to
technological problems.

The graphic representation has had in view 5 decisive parameters for reaching the power performances
of the expander - asynchronous generator group:
• PGA (bar), gas pressure;
• P (kW), active power delivered by the generator;
• N (rpm), generator speed.
Maximum power performances are achieved for the constant regime of PGA of about 15 bars (blue
color), the value of the transferred power P being of about 36 kW.
In the case of the engine regime, P is placed above the abscissa, while for the generator regime it is
placed under the abscissa, and the speed for this regime is of about 3100 rpm
The PGA variations from 0 to 15 bars determine distinct regimes for the electric machine, that is a
variation between the engine regime and the generator one, the speed of the generator (N) balancing between
3000 rpm, for the engine regime, and between 3000 - 3100 rpm, in the case of the generator regime.
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Fig. 1. The parameters of the 37 kW screw expander

Fig. 2. General diagram of connection of the 37kW expander-generator group in the stand of INCDT
COMOTI with experimental parameters
The operation of the expander - generator assembly is explained with reference to Fig.2 and to the
maximum power point obtained experimentally. The air is sucked by the oil injection compressor 1. at
ambiental temperature and pressure. The compressor releases an air/oil mixture of high pressure and
temperature into the air/oil separating recipient 4. The hot compressed air is calibred through tap 5 at 87,8 °C
temperature and 15,8 bars pressure at the expander’s aspiration 7. On release out of the expander, the gas
pressure has a value of 1.2 bars. The pressure difference between aspiration and discharge makes the expander
to rotate and provide an air flow of 1526 kg/h. The by-pass tap 6 is partially closed so as to obtain a speed
stabilization; the obtained value is 3115 rpm. The expension thus obtained determines a mechanical power at
the electrical generator axis, which after its transformation by the generator produces 36 kW power. The
expansion determines a decrease in gas pressure and temperature. The release temperature is being adjusted by
means of warm oil used for greasing and injection by the expandor inside the expansion room. The oil heating
is achieved by using an electrical heater. The expander releases an air/oil mixture out of which the oil is being
separated (inside the gas/oil separator 10) only to be reintroduced into the greasing and injection circuit.
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Fig. 3 The testing stand from COMOTI includes the 37kW expander– asynchronous electric
generator skid

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Romania’s power development strategy to increase security during the electrical power supply process
and to limit the power resources imports, as well as the accellerated economic development have in view the
implementation of a sustained policy of power conservation though maximizing its recovery out of all available
power sources. The assembly developed at National R&D Institute for Gas Turbine COMOTI Bucharest
represents a new type of equipment, a novelty on the European market considering the helical expander - power
generator configuration, which will have the advantages of the screw compressors: high efficiency, reduced
maintanance costs due to very good reliability, few mobile parts, and last, but not the least, a competitive price
[4].
Presently, the helical expander - generator group is in the final preparation stage for installation in the
station.
To conclude, the turbine - generator system will be implemented inside a SRM with the aim of
recovering the maximum quantity of useful energy that is available during the process.
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A REVIEW OF THE TYPES OF HEAT EXCHANGERS
USABLE IN CLOSED-CYCLE TURBOENGINES
OPERATING AT LOW TEMPERATURE
Constantin SANDU9, Felix ZAVODNIC9, Mioara COSTACHE9
ABSTRACT: The present article is a presentation of several heat exchangers that can be used within closed
cycle turboengines operating at low temperatures. In the case of closed cycle turboengines, the heat exchangers
are used for the transfer of heat to the working fluid following its compression, as well as for the transfer of
heat from the working fluid to an external cooling agent, these actions being necessary for resuming the engine
cycle. The analysis results are useful to INCDT-COMOTI for the prospective development of turboengines
that may work in a closed cycle regime at low temperatures of the engine cycle.
KEYWORDS: CO2, CO2 supercritic, closed cycle, low temperature.

NOMENCLATURE
HC, kJ/kg - Variation of enthalpy with the compression evolution (inside the compressor)
HT, kJ/kg - Variation of enthalpy with the deflection evolution (inside the turbine)
lC, kJ/kg - Specific mechanical work with the compression evolution
lT, kJ/kg - Specific mechanical work with the expansion evolution
p, bar - Pressure
q1, kJ/Kg - Heat quantity introduced into the cycle
q2, kJ/kg - Heat quantity extracted from the cycle

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that principle I and II of thermodynamics are the basic working principles for thermal
machines. Principle I establish the energy equivalence between the heat and the mechanical work, while
Principle II (Carnot, 1824) indicates, on the one hand, that full transformation of heat into mechanical work is
not possible, and, on the other, that the working fluid must perform within two temperature limits. This is the
reason why, in the case of a turboengine working in a closed cycle (Fig. 1) it is absolutely necessary that it
should contain at least two heat exchangers 1, 2 (Fig.2).
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[where q1 and q2 are the heat quantities introduced into/extracted from the cycle by the exchangers 1, 2; l C, lTspecific compression mechanical work within the compressor, and specific deflection mechanical work within
the turbine respectively, and HC, HT-corresponding enthalpy variations; p1, p2-maximum and minimal pressure
indices of the cycle].

2.

TYPES OF EXCHANGERS TO BE USED

The heat exchangers are subdivided into surface exchangers, where heat is transferred through a high
thermal conductivity wall separating the two fluids, and mixture exchangers, where the heat exchange takes
place through the mixture of the fluids [1][2]. It is obvious that, as regards the turboengines operating in a
closed cycle regime, the mixture aspect is not to be taken into account as the two fluids are separated. As
regards the mechanics of the heat transfer within a given time, the former may be stationary (in a constant
regime) or unstationary. Heat exchangers operating in a constant regime usually contain a surface separation,
while the unstationary heat transfer exchangers accumulate heat during a certain time span only to release it
afterwards. In the case of closed cycle turboengines, stationary exchangers are preferable as they obviously
ensure a stationary function of the the turbo engine.
The heat exchange surface can be made up of concentrical pipes, that is, of a ’pipe within pipe’ type,
of serpentine pipes or of profiled plates, their surface being either smooth or profiled. Depending on the flow
direction of the fluid along the surface, the flows may be one way (’in echicurrent’), in opposite ways (’in
counter current’) or complex flows may occur such as, for example, ’in cross flow’, where one fluids flows
perpendicularly on the other [3].
The analysis of the existent constructive solutions, and the experience gained by several research
centres studying the closed cycle turboengines, reveal the fact that the most frequently used heat exchangers
are those with a bundle of pipes [4] and those with plates [5]. The bundle pipes exchangers (Fig. 3) are usually
used for their heat absorption supply into the cycle, while those having plates (Fig. 4) are used for their heat
release capacity to the external cooling agent.

Fig. 3 Heat exchanger with pipe bundle

Fig. 4 Heat exchanger with plates

Bundle pipe heat exchangers are preferred, whether they use fuels that generate hot gas inside low
temperature burners (wood waste, low quality coal, etc.), or solar energy (Fig. 5) [6].
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As regards the field of closed cycle turboengines, both theoretical and experimental research begun
over a decade ago by the Toshiba Corporation has led to the development in 2016 of the first prototype
turboengine (25MW) operating in closed cycle and using supercritic CO 2, which was installed in Texas, SUA
[7].
The reason why supercritic CO2 is being used is that a high thermal output (50%) of the cycle is
obtained considering the fact that the maximum temperature of the cycle is low (600°C), and up to 65%, in the
case of higher temperatures of the cycle, such as up to 1200°C [8]. The pressure used within the cycle were of
300 bars, that is 10 times higher than the pressure used in the common Brayton cycles.
Obviously, the use of such high-pressure indices requires special precaution measures during the
design of the turboengine.
Early experiments undergone at the Sandia labs, USA, indicated that the closed cycle turboengines
using supercritic CO2 develop quite serious problems as regards the wearing of their installation components,
and of their heat exchangers in particular (Fig.7,8) [9].

Fig. 7 The abrasion inside 3D printed
the heat exchangers using supercritic CO2

Fig. 8 The abrasion of the compressor stator within
turboengine using supercritic CO2

Fig. 7 proves that the 3D printed heat exchanger presents high erosion areas determined by the
supercritic CO2. Besides, although the supercritic CO2 is a high chemical inertia gas, when it is used at high
pressure and along with the lubrification oils, it unexpectantly produces tars that block the chanels of the
exchanger. Moreover, Fig.6 [6] indicates that the cycle output working on gasous CO2 is only a few per centage
lower than the cycle output with supercritic CO2. That is why the solution that uses gasous CO2 becomes a
serious competer for supercritic CO2 because in the case of the gasous CO2 cycle the same pressure is used as
currently employed within turboengines (up to some dozen bars) and not extreme pressure as in the case of the
supercritic CO2 cycle (up to some hundred bars).

3.

CONCLUSIONS

The present article has analyzed the working principles and the constructive solutions for the heat
exchangers that may be used inside the closed cycle turboengine circuit operating at low temperatures.
In the case of the closed cycle turboengines, the heat exchangers represent a highly important equipment
necessary for the heat transfer to the working agent following its compression, and from the working agent to
an external cooling agent after its deflection within the turbine, both actions being a must for the resuming of
the engine cycle.
Bibliography study has revealed that the international trend in the field of closed cycle turboengines
construction is biased towards the use of plate or pipe bundle heat exchangers.
An important conclusion is that the solution that uses gasous CO2 is easier and achievable with much lower
costs for COMOTI, as compared to the solution that uses supercritic CO2. Emplyment of supercritic CO2 as a
thermalagent implies the use of highly eroded heat exchangers by the high density (similar to that of liquids)
supercritic fluid.
When using CO2 gas, sealing the tiles can be used for pipe gaskets sealing the tiles from the deck.
These gaskets from metal pipes may be manufactured in COMOTI welding electrode in argon nefuzibil and
their use allows reaching temperatures of 500 ... 600°C, higher than in the case of using rubber linings
thermistor.
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OPTIMISING LOW SPEED DYNAMIC
BALANCING OF HIGH SPEED ROTORS
¶ (12 pt)
Alexandru TUDORACHE10, Robert ISAC10, Emilian TOMA10

¶ (18 pt)
ABSTRACT: The research conducted revealed some particularities of the rotors manufactured and/or
assembled at INCD Turbomotoare COMOTI. Different phenomena were encountered, named, and described,
using data recorded while dynamically balancing the rotors, like the phenomena where a rotor spins with
progressively lower amplitude of vibration when increasing the rotation speed (named self-centering
phenomena), to a point where the rotor stabilises, and the phenomena where the heavy point of a specific
correction plane appears to move angularly while balancing at progressively increased speeds (phenomena
usually encountered in the case of flexible rotors). The recorded data was used to create six graphs that give a
clear image of a rotors’ behaviour on a specific range of speeds. After gathering a lot of experimental data,
certain patterns emerged that helped formulate a balancing procedure based on these graphs. The procedure
was tested successfully and it immensely reduced the time required for dynamic balancing with better results
while operating in normal conditions (lower levels of measured vibration of the machinery), at the designed
nominal speed.

¶ (12
KEYWORDS: dynamic balancing, high speed rotors.

¶ (24pt)
1.

INTRODUCTION

¶(
This paper is about the research conducted regarding the optimization of low speed balancing of rotors
that operate at high speed within all activities conducted at INCD Turbomotoare COMOTI: rotor assemblies
for centrifugal compressors, rotor assemblies for jet micro-engines, high speed pinions and gears, rotors for
test rigs, etc. The vast majority of all published papers regarding dynamic balancing mention that it is one of
the fundamental requirements for any machinery to work correctly for a long period of time and that the residual
unbalance is one of the key factors that lead to machinery failure or destruction. These facts have lead
researchers around the world to dedicate a lot of time and effort in developing both the process of dynamic
balancing (theories, methods, recommendations that, in time, were all used to create an international standard
for dynamic balancing) and the machinery used (different types categorized by working principles, type of
balancing, shaft position, suspension type, etc.).

2.

PROCEDURE

In this paper, key observations regarding the placement and several phenomena (encountered while
balancing different rotors) will be described. These finding were used to optimize the process of dynamic
balancing by better determining the position of the heavy point, location where mass must be removed to reduce
unbalance to acceptable limits, and reducing the time it takes to achieve this acceptable limit for residual
unbalance.
2.1. Proper placement of rotor
Due to the configuration of some rotors, it may be very difficult to place the rotors on the balancing
machine. It is very important that the rotor be placed on two of its flat surfaces, even if all geometric tolerances
are met. The small errors greatly influence the measured values for amplitudes of vibration.
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For example, we measured the amplitudes of vibration for the rotor of a jet micro-engine (~284 mm
total length and 1.1 kg weight), which was so small it barely fit on the balancing machine. We tried two
configurations, one intentionally wrong, just to see the differences (Fig. 1), at the speed of 3050 RPM.

Fig. 1 Jet micro-engine rotor placement
The first placement involved using the inner ring of the ball bearing in the left plane, and the cone
surface on the turbine side in the right plane, while the second placement, and the correct one, involved using
both ineer rings of the ball bearings. Even though the geometry was within specified tolerances given by the
designer, the measured mean amplitudes of vibration were 4 µm in the left plane and 11.5 µm in the right plane,
for the first run, a lot higher than the values measured for the second run 0.5 µm in the left plane and 9 µm in
the right plane. The difference is substantial, given the small size and mass of the rotor, while the remaining
amplitude of vibration of the right plane is another subject of discussion not relevant to this paper but, in short,
it was due to the turbine having an axial run-out.
1.1. Auto-centering phenomena
We name this phenomena so, because when measuring the amplitude of vibration over a certain range
of speeds, at specific intervals, we notice a drastic reduction in vibration to a level where the rotor stabilizes.
For example:a pinion for a centrifugal compressor stage (Fig. 2), a screw compressor gearbox gear (Fig. 3) and
the rotor assembly of a gear test rig (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2 Amplitude of vibration of a centrifugal compressor stage pinion
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Fig. 3 Amplitude of vibration of a screw compressor gearbox gear

Fig. 4 Amplitude of vibration of the rotor assembly of a gear test rig
1.1. Migration of the heavy point phenomena
This phenomena is named so, because in the graphs it appears that while the speed at wich we measure
the amplitude of vibration increases, the position in polar coordinates of the heavy point changes, allways in
the same direction as the rotation (in our case, counter-clockwise). After the auto-centering phenomena fully
manifests (Fig. 5, section A) and the rotor stabilizes (Fig. 5, section B), we notice an area of the graph where
the amplitude of vibration starts to increase (Fig. 5, section C). This phenomena appears especially in the case
of flexible rotors.

Fig. 5 Heavy point position corelated with balancing speed in the case of a rotor assembly of a gear test
rig
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This observation is immensely important, especially when balancing the rotor because the position
where material needs to be removed changes with the speed of balancing.
All the rotors that have been tested were dynamically balanced and the amplitude of vibration was
again measured. The values obtained were within calculated tolerances for residual unbalance.

2.

CONCLUSIONS

With the knowledge and experience obtained by observing these phenomena and by balancing the
rotors where they manifested, we have concluded that the speed of balancing must be chosen between the speed
where the auto-centering phenomena fully manifests and the speed where the heavy point starts migrating due
to the increase in measured amplitudes of vibration caused by the elastic deformation of the rotor. These
observations have led to the creation of a balancing procedure that uses knowledge of previous rotors to better
determine the position of the heavy point and reduce the time taken for dynamic balancing.
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